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Thurston County is primarily rural, with its population concentrated in the tri-city area of Olympia, Tumwater and Lacey. In 1970, the population in Thurston County was 76,900. By 1989 that number had doubled to 155,100. The people of the region are still trying to understand and accommodate the growth that has already occurred. Traditional transportation and shopping patterns have been upset. There is a new concern for protection of the fragile environment. The intergovernmental agreements that supported service-delivery systems in the past are not working as well for the enlarged population.

Citizens already aching from the stress of growth are faced with statistics that project 176,900 county residents within five years and 200,000 by the year 2000. It is not surprising that “growth management,” however the citizens of Thurston County choose to define it, is at the forefront of the political, social and economic discussions heard today.

In order to manage growth, it is important to understand that growth does not result from building.

Growth is an increase in population and scale of the economy that requires more buildings for work and school, for homes and for recreation. Growth cannot be stopped or managed by placing a moratorium on building.

If the patterns of growth in Thurston County are not interrupted, the population will continue to move into outlying areas around the three cities, more regional shopping malls will be established outside the central business district of Olympia, and the consumption of land and natural resources will increase.

The people of Olympia, Tumwater, Lacey and Thurston County do not want these trends to continue. They want to retain the intimate quality of their community and have chosen to do so by reducing the future density of outlying developments. The paradox is that this accelerates the urbanization of the incorporated cities.

The separate governmental bodies operating in Thurston County each feel they have their own unique growth issues and pressures. This proposal provides the opportunity for them to acknowledge their differences and dependencies and to coalesce their seemingly diverse interests into one voice that speaks of a common vision for the future of the region.

The members of the R/UDAT team know of few other regional settlements in North America that have undertaken the challenge of confronting these issues. The R/UDAT team strongly applauds the intellect, frankness and daring exhibited by the citizens of Thurston County. It is sincerely hoped that the observations and recommendations contained in this report will enable the community to define clear guideposts for the continuing journey to shape the future of the capital region.
The R/UDAT team and members of the local steering committee are very grateful for the support given to the R/UDAT '90 study by the region's political leadership. The collective and cooperative involvement by themselves, their staff, and citizen representatives that has taken place over the weekend has helped make this a rewarding and successful experience for all.
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What is R/UDAT and why are they here?

The Regional & Urban Planning and Design Committee of The American Institute of Architects has been providing Regional/Urban Design Assistance Teams (R/UDAT) to various American cities since 1967.

The 1979 Olympia study was the 56th such team to be invited. Olympia R/UDAT '90 is the 110th R/UDAT and the first full return study team to revisit a community.

The assistance R/UDAT provides is a community service of The American Institute of Architects (AIA). The Regional and Urban Design Committee of the AIA receives the community's request for assistance, then selects professionals for their expertise in the specific disciplines which have been deemed necessary to respond to the particular problems of the community. The members of the team receive no compensation for their services. Furthermore, they agree prior to the visit that they will not accept any commissions or consulting work that might result from this effort.

The visit is a four-day labor-intensive process. Members must quickly assimilate facts, evaluate the existing situation and arrive at a plan of action. R/UDAT studies characteristically produce solutions that can be accomplished within a reasonable period of time, can be reasonably financed, can be executed legally and generate community support.

How it began in Olympia

The First Olympia R/UDAT
In late 1977, concerned citizens looking for a way to solve their problems and unify the community became aware of R/UDAT through local architects. Original efforts through a downtown business association had proved insufficient to accomplish community-wide goals.

With the establishment of local co-chairmen in the spring of 1978 and the formation of a broad-based steering committee, funds were collected quickly and many issues defined. Full committees were formed from local volunteers, and preparations were started in anticipation of approval of the request to hold a R/UDAT study in Olympia. Charles Redmon, FAIA, was named Olympia R/UDAT team chairman. He is repeating this role at the community's request in 1990.

The 1979 R/UDAT study led directly to the Washington Center for the Performing Arts being located downtown, completion of the 5th Avenue demonstration project, expansion of Percival Landing north and west, and other developments, both public and private, valued at $60 million.
A report card for R/UDAT 1979

The three original Olympia R/UDAT team members who have returned with the R/UDAT 1990 team — Chuck Redmon, Pete Hasselman and Jack Haeseler — have been measurably impressed with the results achieved from their first visit in 1979. The presence of new facilities and an increased level of activity speaks to the success and sustained energy of the citizens of Olympia.

From 1979 to the present, many R/UDAT recommendations have been implemented, building on the strengths of each other for the betterment of Olympia. Downtown has been strengthened as the heart of the region.

Activities for downtown:
- Washington Center for the Performing Arts
- New community center
- The Farmers Market
- Percival Landing shops and restaurants
- East Bay Marina

Physical plan and design:
- Fifth Street and Capitol Way improvements.
- Expanded Percival Landing
- Historic preservation and revised use
- Continued maintenance of views of state Capitol
Why Olympia R/UDAT '90?

The Olympia community, facing continued growth, a need for further vitality and direction for downtown development, and new pressures for regional planning and cooperation, looked to past success in seeking its second R/UDAT study. Olympia is the first city to have a totally new, full R/UDAT team return to its community. The regional nature of the 1990 R/UDAT gives it a distinct difference. Growth of state government, also under study in the State's Capitol Campus Master Plan, made this the critical time to hold the R/UDAT. The goal of this study is to assist Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater, Thurston County and the entire region in forging a common voice to shape the future of the capital community.

Growth management conflicts; traffic and transportation concerns; the future of the Port of Olympia and use of its waterfront peninsula property; social issues such as affordable housing, neighborhood identity, and quality of life were the expressed problems and goals defined in the community's request to the R/UDAT team.

Local business and community leaders along with city, county, and state levels of government have been involved in laying the groundwork for the R/UDAT revisit.

During the past four days, the R/UDAT team has spoken with many people in the community — elected officials, merchants, developers, citizens' groups, institutional representatives and others — and has collected a great deal of information about the Olympia area before making its recommendations. The local AIA Chapter, city and county governments, the business community and many more have provided an impressive amount of useful information about the issues facing Olympia, existing and proposed developments and jurisdictional responsibilities.

During the visit, team members traveled on foot, by bus and by plane to get a feeling of the City of Olympia and its environs, and the problems and opportunities confronting it. They met with downtown business leaders and city and county officials in a series of interview sessions on Friday. Saturday morning was spent listening to residents and neighborhood groups discuss their hopes and feelings about their community. All of the R/UDAT members agree that discussions with the many people conveyed the community's support for R/UDAT and the hope that the study might help resolve issues facing Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater and Thurston County in the state capital region.
Two R/UDATs: A Common Mission, but a Different Focus

In 1979 the R/UDAT team focused on strengthening Olympia's downtown to sustain it as the heart of the community. In 1990, the R/UDAT team has focused on regional issues and collaboration to shape a common vision for the future capital region as well as the heart of the community.

In many ways, R/UDAT began in 1979 at the center and worked its way out; in 1990 we have circumscribed the region and worked our way in. The spirit of both efforts was to provide both the vision and tools for starting on a new journey and for sustaining its course. We are confident that, although the issues in 1990 are more complex than 11 years ago, the citizens of the capital region have both the leadership and the courage to accomplish the task.
Recommendations

Summary

Managing the Region
Develop a clear, shared vision of the future of the region, supported by a physical development pattern.

Seek a vision based on the principles of social and economic interdependence and identify a special niche for each geographic area.

Strengthen planning at both regional and local levels regardless of which growth management legal framework is established (Charter, Initiative 547, 1990 Growth Management Act):

- Link land use and transportation plans more closely and reflect realistic assumptions on size and rate of regional growth
- Develop true regional plans that are more than simple compilations of local plans
- Upgrade neighborhood planning efforts

Avoid new municipal incorporations; a single unified government may be needed in the long run.

State and City Cooperation
Consolidate and relocate the State’s activities, carefully maximizing enhancements of local economic, environmental, and aesthetic conditions.

Solicit from the cities the appropriate locations for the State’s facilities within their communities and provide the necessary incentives to accomplish their highest and best goals.

Develop a strong State direction of consistent program and design standards for both owned and leased facilities.

Create new State facilities in downtown Olympia that are interwoven between existing historical landmarks and business in order to enhance the aesthetic and economic potential for the prominence of Capitol Way.

Recognize that a downtown location for State office space has benefits with associated costs. The State’s program and parking standards must be modified to achieve the overall objectives.

Recreation and Tourism Development
Enhance visitor attractions and tourism support facilities in the region to generate revenues and jobs from external sources and lessen dependence on the primary employer.

Concentrate on improving the package of visitor attractions and recreational facilities within a six-mile water corridor from the downtown Olympia waterfront to Tumwater Falls Park.

Support the planned relocation and expansion of the Washington State Capital Museum.

Develop conferencing centers at appropriate locations.
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**Recommendations**

**Downtown Olympia**
Reinforce downtown's special role in the region as the center of specialized commerce, culture, and entertainment:

- Strategically locate new State office buildings along Capitol Way
- Promote tourism attractions
- Develop a Historic District focused on Sylvester Park

Improve the general business climate downtown:

- Improve streetscapes
- Define a smaller downtown core
- Appoint an “ombudsman” to advocate for downtown

Use urban design opportunities to strengthen the downtown image:

- Create a city gateway near City Hall
- Line Capitol Way with infill development
- Expand the Farmer’s Market
- Cluster development around Sylvester Park in order to enhance its historic character

**The Port of Olympia**
Coordinate development activities with the planned growth in State facilities.

Develop options for the diversified uses of the peninsula, including public access to the waterfront.

Maintain financial viability of the Port so that it can co-venture development projects with the cities and the county.
Regional Overview

Thurston County lies in the center of business and governmental activity in the Pacific Northwest. Located in the northernmost portion of this primarily rural county are Olympia, the capital city of the State of Washington, and its two contiguous neighbors, Tumwater and Lacey.

As the three cities grow in size and influence, joint decisions are becoming more common and necessary to manage the inevitable growth of the region.

As was noted in the 1979 R/UDAT study, Olympia's relationship with its neighbors, with its own neighborhoods, and with the State of Washington are the result of historic events. This heritage, combined with today's decisions, will form the legacy that current people of Thurston County will leave to the future generations of Olympians and the residents of Tumwater and Lacey.

In response to predictions of growth in the region, Olympia set out in 1979 to revitalize its Central Business District (CBD). The efforts have resulted in many successful projects that the city displays with great pride. In 1990, however, it has become clear that managing the growth of the capital region will require attention to more than just downtown, and by a broader population than just Olympia city residents.

An additional pressure has been exerted by the State of Washington. After expanding into lease space distributed throughout the county, the state has recognized that more efficient use of tax dollars requires a larger ownership of facilities. The state will require 1.8 million square feet of new or purchased office space to reduce its leases to 20 percent of its current occupancy. In addition, as the government grows to serve the expanding state population, more than 2 million square feet of additional office space may be required over the next 20 years.

Olympia, a city searching for tenants, feels the state's commitment should manifest itself in the construction of new facilities that support downtown revitalization. It would be the answer to Olympia's problem and re-establish the city as the symbolic center for regional and state government activities. In fact, the other cities also are seeking new state activity to ensure their own success, in part because the state's presence encourages private, tax-paying ventures.

Issues relating to the well being of the environment have surfaced that are beyond the purview of any single government entity. Preserving air and water quality, building logical transportation links, and developing adequate sewage treatment facilities need to be addressed by the region as a whole.

In order to manage the suburban sprawl that is occurring, the three cities and Thurston County signed an Urban Growth Management Agreement in 1988. This consensus document did not define any of the growth issues that would have to be addressed in the future, but it did serve to buy some time for the jurisdictions to regroup and plan for the region's future. Basically, it established a ring around the cities, including contiguous urbanized areas in the unincorpo-
rated county that could benefit from centralized services.

Outside the ring, property was recently rezoned to one-unit-per-five-acres to discourage subdivision development dependent on septic systems. In addition to protecting groundwater and the surrounding "environment," this move could serve to create the critical mass necessary to make the sewer and water districts economically viable within the urban zone.

Realizing that there are many more environmental issues than simply sewer and water service, and feeling the effects of the suburban sprawl and the lack of growth management, a group of citizens called “freeholders” were elected in 1989 and charged to write a new charter. The proposed City-County Charter they drafted would reallocate some powers of the cities and county to plan for growth and redistribute local tax revenue to help finance planning activities for the whole region.

For the citizens of Olympia, the Central Business District still is a concern. While the state building program may be an economic shot in the arm, there is uncertainty in the future of the Port and the viability of its logging operations.

In consideration of these changes, the R/UDAT team was called in again to help the communities articulate a common vision that will guide them through the next decade.
Managing the Region

A Vision Must Lead

The Olympia / Lacey / Tumwater/ Thurston County area has demonstrated a remarkable penchant for innovation and initiative in seeking cooperative solutions to region-wide issues. LOTT, The Urban Growth Management Agreement of 1988, and Emergency Medical Services are but a few examples of areas in which inter-municipal cooperation presently exists.

Cooperation and mutual respect are strong and highly valued character traits shared by both individual citizens and governmental institutions in this area. In the R/UDAT team’s discussions with elected officials and staff from the area jurisdictions, this message was repeatedly underscored.

A legal framework for managing the region is already in place. The State Legislature recently enacted the Growth Management Act of 1990, which is modeled in large part upon initiatives previously adopted in Thurston County. The new law provides a mandate that fast-growing counties with a population greater than 50,000 “shall adopt comprehensive land-use plans and development regulations” by July 1, 1993.
Even more far-reaching responsibilities would be faced by municipalities should Initiative 547 be approved by the voters in November. Similarly, the proposed new City-County Charter, if enacted, would create a new legal framework for managing the region. Whether or not these latest proposals become law should not obscure the undisputed fact that better coordination and cooperation are necessary among Olympia, Tumwater, Lacey and the unincorporated portion of the county.

Area leaders clearly want to find a way to take charge of this region's destiny. Whether the specific approach to this end is the proposed new City-County Charter or stronger planning and management under existing organizational structures, the goals and objectives are the same. Everyone believes in the need for cooperation, the need to consider the broader, regional "big picture" and the need to anticipate the future with proactive strategies and programs.

While everyone professes to subscribe to the process of cooperation, the R/UDAT team still detected traces of competition, conflict and mistrust among various jurisdictions and interest groups. The source of this seems to come down to basic questions of who should benefit and who should pay for the continued growth and economic vitality of this region. There seems to be widespread acceptance that this area will continue to increase in population, employment and concomitant physical development.

Managing this growth in an environmentally sensitive manner, maintaining the friendly community feeling, and promoting quality design and compatibility with existing development appear to be widely held precepts in this community. But conflicts surface when it comes down to bottom-line issues of who should benefit and who should pay for this continued growth. When residents in a specific neighborhood perceive that the costs of growth outbalance the benefits, the demand for managed growth can change quickly to an outcry for no growth at all.

What seems to be lacking is not a commitment to cooperation, but a commitment to a clear, shared vision of the future economic function of this area and a corresponding physical development pattern necessary to accommodate and promote this economic function.

The Vision: Economic Interdependence

The R/UDAT team suggests that the citizens of Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater and Thurston County need to develop a stronger sense of the economic functions and relationships taking place in this community. Two old adages come to mind:

- The whole is greater than the sum of its parts
- The chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

From an economic-function perspective, Thurston County and its cities are one interdependent unit. Residents may live in one part of the community, work in another, and shop and recreate in a variety of locations dispersed throughout the county. In fact, Thurston County increasingly is tied to the larger urban counties to the
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neast. About 15 percent of this county’s residents reportedly commute to jobs in the Seattle/Tacoma area.

In the long run, whether the citizens of Thurston County choose to maintain the existing city and county organization or consolidate into one unit of government is not the most critical issue. The critical issue is to define what role each geographic area can fulfill in the overall regional economy.

For example, because of unique natural features some land areas should be preserved as open space; another site may be a logical location for a major shopping center because of development patterns and transportation accessibility.

Problems arise, however, if tax-base pressures force each city to seek a complete range of urban development. Clearly, the overall market in the region is only so big. Furthermore, public funds for supportive infrastructure are increasingly scarce and must be carefully invested.
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As Olympia, Tumwater, Lacey and Thurston County grapple with defining their separate but related roles in the regional economy, they should consider what each can contribute best and how together they can promote and maximize the area’s economic diversity.

For example, Tumwater appears to have a unique opportunity to develop a new industrial-office complex adjacent to Interstate 5 and the airport. Olympia, on the other hand, has an existing pedestrian-scale downtown area on which to build a stronger mixed-use urban center (office, retail, housing). Downtown Olympia may seek its niche as the cultural-entertainment center of the region. Meanwhile, Lacey may look to capitalize on its proximity to the major population center of Seattle/Tacoma.

These geographic areas within the county should not compete with one another. Their real competition comes from other high-quality, small-scale regions in the United States that also are looking to attract clean, well-paying industry.

Most important, however, the various groups and jurisdictions need to consider how their individual development programs can contribute to achieving their broader share vision for the area. Opportunities for shared ventures abound. The team was struck by the opportunity for a major recreational/open-space corridor stretching along the Deschutes River from Tumwater to Budd Inlet. By working together, Olympia, Tumwater and the State could develop a major asset not only for area residents but also to serve a potentially growing tourism industry.

Structuring for the Vision

It is obvious to the team that the citizens of this area and the State of Washington realize the need to coordinate their efforts. We have been tremendously impressed by the number and variety of various proposals currently under discussion to make the management of urban growth more rational, efficient and effective. Much of the team’s energies over the past few days has been devoted to trying to understand the similarities and differences among the various governing options.

The R/UDAT Team observed many good features in each of the alternatives. While it is tempting to cast our own vote on the issue, we quite frankly do not feel capable of giving the community a fully informed opinion after such a quick study. Whatever specific proposal is adopted, however, there are certain key principles and processes that we believe should be given priority and careful attention.

1. As a foundation for any land-use and transportation planning for either a municipality or the entire county, market demand forecasts are needed for residential, industrial and commercial land uses at the regional scale. Urban-growth boundaries, zoning and infrastructure investment plans must be phased in over time and scaled to some reasonable expectation of market demand in this region.

2. Land-use planning must be coordinated closely with transportation planning and conducted on a regional basis. While strong local planning is...
still needed, a sound regional land-use and transportation plan cannot be a simple compilation of independent local plans.

3. It is unreasonable to expect that each city and town can develop as a fully diversified urban area unto itself. Therefore, each municipality should define its unique niche in the region from a strategic standpoint.

4. Increased attention to cost-allocation formulas will be needed as regional planning proceeds and new service delivery options are discussed.

5. Responsibility for addressing the region's social and environmental concerns must be shared by all, whether a city or a neighborhood. For example, the area should consider how to develop a region-wide affordable housing program in which all jurisdictions and geographic areas participate, either through financial contributions, fair-share housing allocation plans or local housing development programs.

6. Further "Balkanization" of the county through municipal incorporations should be avoided. In order to keep government close to the people, methods to upgrade neighborhood plans and planning with both a city-and region-wide basis could be implemented. Municipal annexation at the time of utility extensions to unincorporated areas should be mandatory.

7. In the long run, if current trends continue, this area may need to consider future consolidation of municipal services that may necessitate a unified governmental structure.
Managing the Region

Initiating the Vision

In order that the region be better prepared to meet the challenges of the future, we suggest that consideration be given to the following initial steps:

1. Creation of a council consisting of the mayors and city managers of Olympia, Tumwater, Lacey and the county commissioners. The council would meet on a regular basis, probably monthly, in order to exchange ideas, identify strategic regional issues and develop common approaches to those issues.

2. Although Olympia, Tumwater and Lacey each have excellent individual comprehensive plans, we suggest that those plans be carefully reviewed — and revised if necessary — to better take into account the goals and challenges facing the entire region.

3. Regardless of whether or not the proposed City-County Charter is approved, the cities must work together with the county to formulate a regional comprehensive land-use plan. This already is mandated by the Growth Management Act of 1990.

4. The Urban Growth Management Agreement of 1988 is actually a Memorandum of Understanding setting forth certain goals, policies, planning and review processes. The next logical step would be for the signators to enter into an actual intermunicipal agreement committing themselves to joint land-use planning and joint review processes. In such an intermunicipal agreement consideration should be given to the adoption of county-wide development regulations and design standards.

5. Existing intermunicipal agreements presently in effect should also be reviewed — and revised if necessary — as a result of the R/UDAT visit. Moreover, there may be other areas where intermunicipal agreements may be appropriate in order to better address major issues at the regional level.

6. The staffing requirements of the planning Departments of Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater and the county should be reviewed carefully. We believe that each city should have its own full-time high quality planning staff. In addition, Olympia should seriously consider establishing an economic development function within city government to give a stronger focus to revitalization and redevelopment needs.

7. County and city permit procedures should be standardized to prevent unnecessary delays, costs and inconsistencies.
8. Greater public input should be accorded before major land-use decisions are made. In this regard, we commend the newly enacted City of Olympia Neighborhood Association Recognition and Notification Ordinance. However, we would encourage Olympia, as well as Lacey, Tumwater and the county to actively encourage public participation at public hearings. Such public hearings should be mandatory for all land-use projects over a certain magnitude and on those which may be deemed to have regional impact.

9. Current regulations for commercial and industrial zoning should be reviewed to determine whether the maximum allowable heights, densities and massing restrictions will result in the desired community outcome. The R/UDAT team is concerned that the scale of development permitted under existing zoning may be incompatible with the community's desired vision.
State and City Roles in the Region
Introduction and Partnership Opportunities

Within Thurston County, it is critical for the State and the municipalities to understand the significant impact they have on each other. The State is the major employer in these communities, and it must demonstrate additional sensitivity in the decisions it makes and how it makes them. Similarly, the communities must maintain constant awareness of the State’s concerns, and be aggressive in dealing with the opportunities and consequences that are available.

The State must be mindful that its actions will have a lasting, significant impact on the local communities. At times the State must consider additional commitments above the basic standard to successfully support the citizens of the area. If done carefully, the premium investment will return substantial dividends with enhanced working relationships and an improved quality of life as well as economic rewards.

Likewise, the cities must be much more aggressive in seeking out opportunities to participate at the earliest stages in all planning by the State. They can demonstrate issues and concerns for full incorporation into the State’s actions. They should pursue cooperative relationships in all endeavors in order to benefit from joint development and use of facilities. Reduced development and operational costs can benefit both municipalities and the State.

Purchasing land and constructing new facilities in some premium areas could spur additional economic development in adjacent areas. This not only improves the communities’ tax base but also increases tax returns to the State. Premium investment becomes repaid many times over. Traffic volume and activity from grouping employees can have positive consequences as well as negative ones. Close working relationships between the State and the municipalities on all planning issues are crucial here because of the heavy influence of the work force on the community.

The cities must actively educate the State about investments that can be made in their communities. The State should develop quality space, whether leasing or building, and do so at reasonable costs without depressing the private investment potential that will always follow. Quality private investment will expand the cities’ tax base and raise the level of employment that returns premium dividends to the State’s coffers. The cities must be innovative and creative to find appropriate ways to solicit the proper location of state facilities.

Tumwater might seek to locate state facilities to enhance the potential development of its industrial and business park. Services, utilities, and support can be consolidated to reduce the costs to all parties.

Lacey could carefully provide locations for facilities that do not allow for too much parking adjacent to buildings. Lacey’s desire for an office “complex in the woods” must preserve the maximum amount of trees. It suggests that the original desire of ground-level retail would best be eliminated and that the cluster be located in reason-
able proximity to existing retail clusters. This would allow for maximum preservation of the forest and enhance the existing retail development.

**Economic Benefit Potentials**

When state facilities are proposed in an existing business district, care should be taken to place them to enhance surrounding activities. In some instances, premium prices must be paid for land acquisition, and existing businesses may need special assistance to relocate. The end result, however, will increase the activity in the private business sector, and generate additional revenue that benefits both the municipality and the State. This also provides incentives to upgrade existing adjacent structures and improve the overall fabric of the area.

If the State and the municipalities work together, they also can create new destinations for tourists and visiting business people. This encourages them to linger, spend more money on food, entertainment and fundamentals. This revenue stays in
the community and state even though the people may move on.

The State can benefit substantially by consolidating many of its randomly located facilities. These significant savings come from shedding leases to assume ownership positions. Co-locating agencies in close proximity can reduce support staff needs and the necessary support services. This reduces ongoing operating costs, which are the most costly to the State. It provides opportunities to improve employee and public access, and allows for higher utilization of shuttle and mass transit systems, reducing the dependency on the automobile.

**Transportation Leadership**

With the State of Washington as the dominant employer, there is an opportunity as well as an obligation to provide innovative solutions to resolve growing conflicts of transportation. Some of the efforts may be painful initially, but if the State works closely with regional transportation agencies and municipalities, appropriate transitions with lasting benefits can occur.
The monthly cost of parking stalls should be raised to a range of $30 or more per month to adequately repay the cost of parking maintenance, to create new parking and to enhance shuttle systems. This would actually discourage many from driving and force them to consider using buses and shuttle systems. This also may finance additional park-and-ride lots in the perimeter areas of major state facilities. The ratio of parking built to support new facilities should be reduced dramatically, also encouraging the utilization of mass transit systems and reducing traffic problems.

The cities must create an overall parking strategy after careful analysis of current and future traffic trends. This may involve considerable redirecting of current traffic patterns. It can best be done after a comprehensive analysis of parking and traffic activity in the community.

The cities should work carefully with the State to jointly locate parking facilities. Cities can provide property where it is possible to locate mass concentrations of cars where they can be dealt with.

In the city of Olympia, parking for newly proposed state office locations along Capitol Way should be placed one to two blocks off Capitol Way in order to minimize conflict between increased densities of new buildings and the obvious increase in automobile traffic. Shuttle systems should be run at increased frequency and be free or at low cost as incentives for ridership. Similar efforts in Tumwater and Lacey to use remote parking can decrease parking impact and preserve the natural surroundings. To increase pedestrian traffic, consideration should be given to closing some rights-of-way to use only by individuals or service, emergency and shuttle vehicles.

Existing rail rights-of-way should be preserved. Tumwater, Olympia and Lacey can be linked in the future with unique passenger services that might be powered by environmentally conscious fuels.

Bicycle and jogging trails should be expanded to also link the three communities along existing railway and freeway adjacencies to provide additional options.
Quality standards

The state is the primary user of space throughout the region and has an opportunity to set quality standards for facility development for themselves and for private employers as well.

Energy-conscious design, environmentally sensitive locations and the use of quality materials demonstrate the prudent expenditure of public dollars. Quality materials extend the life cycle of buildings and reduce the cost of maintenance substantially, even though the initial investment may sometimes be higher.

Enhancing the quality of the buildings and the workplace improves working conditions for employees and increases their productivity. It also shows the public a higher level of professional competence among state employees. Numerous studies have verified higher job satisfaction and improved quality of work result from quality space. This also affects the private sector in positive ways, thereby raising the overall community standard.
Detailed program standards should be incorporated into requests for lease space to control the quality of the product being provided. Lease provisions should require periodic review and approval during design and construction periods in order to assure conformance with program and quality standards. Commitments must be made to provide for sufficient compensation for quality space in order to provide a realistic return for the private developer. This raises the overall standards for space throughout the community.
Heritage issues

Being the major user of space in the region, the State of Washington has a constant opportunity to demonstrate with its facilities the strength and endurance of its commitment to the public. State facilities truly provide a basic heritage for generations to come.

The State must be mindful of how buildings developed now leave a record of current living and work standards for future generations to interpret. They should draw on the significance of history to show the impressive progress of the people here in the Northwest.

How these buildings were sited, constructed and used reflects a unique sensitivity to the environment.

The details of landscape amenities, the buildings’ relationship to the scale of the local communities’ structures and the preservation of historic elements all can demonstrate a full commitment to future generations.
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Successful leisure facilities serve multiple functions. They provide recreational and cultural opportunities for local residents and also provide the basis for promoting tourism and visitation from outside the region. Developing regional resources can have a favorable economic impact in the county as a whole and on individual jurisdictions.

The R/UDAT team reviewed the major recreational/tourism resources in the region, considered such individual development projects as were already proposed or in various stages of planning and identified several other possible projects which could contribute to tourism development.

Existing Tourism Infrastructure

Transportation
The major corridor used by those entering the Olympia area from points outside Thurston County is Interstate 5. I-5 connects Thurston County to the major metropolitan areas of Seattle to the north and Portland to the south. In addition, it serves as the major north-south corridor of the Pacific Northwest. Other arterial highways of regional significance include the Yelm Highway and U.S. 101, serving the southeast portions of the state and the Olympic Peninsula respectively.

The Olympia Airport, located in southern Tumwater, currently has no scheduled passenger service. Potential exists for commuter air service linkage to either the Portland International or the Sea-Tac airports.

An Amtrak railroad station currently is under construction along the Yelm Highway south of Lacey. Downtown Olympia has intercity Greyhound bus service.
Hotels

The urbanized portion of Thurston County has 11 significant hotels and motels, with a total of 1,013 rooms. Of these, 248 are located in downtown Olympia. The distribution of hotel rooms throughout the region is summarized in the accompanying chart. Demand for hotel rooms comes from three distinct categories: business and government travelers, tourists and convention delegates. The business and government travelers comprise between 55 and 60 percent of the market while tourists account for approximately 25 to 35 percent. The relatively low proportion of convention delegates partly reflects the absence of convention and conference facilities.

Meeting Facilities

Several of the hotels and motels have meeting rooms. However, Thurston County presently lacks a full-service conference facility.

### Available Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establishment</th>
<th>Size (units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aladdin Motor Inn</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Motor Inn</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriage House Inn</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's House</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Gavel</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Motel</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motel 6</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyee</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westwater</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baily Motel Inn</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super 8</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HOTEL/MOTEL LOCATION

NUMBER OF ROOMS

- > 140
- 60-139
- 0-59
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Existing Visitor Attractions

The physical setting and scenic beauty of South Puget Sound, the historically significant role of the area, and the presence of the State Capitol make Greater Olympia a popular tourist destination. The two most heavily attended visitor attractions are the Capitol and the Olympia Brewery. Each has an estimated 200,000 to 300,000 visitors annually. Other attractions with available attendance estimates are the Pictorial Museum in Tumwater (about 6,000) and the Washington State Capital Museum (37,000). The latter probably will grow if the museum relocates to a proposed larger facility closer to the Capitol.

A majority of the visitors to the existing State Capital Museum come from outside Thurston County, as shown in the accompanying figure. (Similar information for the other visitor attractions was not readily available.)
Special Events

Special events occur in every month of the year in Thurston County, as shown in the accompanying figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Town</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Washington's Birthday Celebration</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Olympia Farmer's Market</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lacey Spring Fun Fair</td>
<td>Lacey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Wooden Boats Fair</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Super Saturday</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Tumwater Independence Day</td>
<td>Tumwater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capitol Lakefair</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capitol City Marathon</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oregon Trail Days</td>
<td>Other Thurston County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yelm Prairie Days</td>
<td>Other Thurston County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black Lake Regatta</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thurston County Fair</td>
<td>Lacey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>Pet Parade</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Harbor Days</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>Wine &amp; Food &amp; Jazz</td>
<td>Lacey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>Admissions Day</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtown Christmas Open House</td>
<td>Olympia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Possible Projects

Some of the possible projects which could contribute to further recreational/tourism development in the state capital region are identified below. Several of these potential projects are located in the water corridor between Budd Inlet and downtown Olympia to the Olympia Brewery and adjacent Tumwater Falls Park. Together, they offer a chance to further strengthen the visitor attractions already located in this area. In addition, a proposed Capital Bikeway would provide a recreational linkage between this area and Lacey.

The Old Brewery: A brew house that dates from 1906 still stands at the lower falls of the Deschutes River. It is a handsome Italianate structure in a beautiful park setting and represents an important part of the region’s industrial heritage. It needs work to stabilize and preserve it, and it should be adapted to another interior use when the Pabst Brewing Company no longer uses it for its current function of a warehouse.
State Capital Museum: This museum is currently located in a former mansion on 23rd Street in a residential neighborhood south of the Capitol. Present proposals are to relocate it to a more visible location at Capitol Way and 11th Avenue on the downtown side of the Capitol Campus. The proposed modern, larger facility would interpret the political history and culture of Washington State to a wider audience of visitors. A planning and programming study for the new museum has been completed, but the project has not yet been funded by the Legislature.

Conference Center: The capital region presently lacks a facility specifically designed for conferences and other meetings. St. Martin’s College in Lacey is planning to develop a conference facility as an addition to an existing building and is raising funds for that purpose. Downtown Olympia is also a suitable location for a conference facility due to its proximity to the state government, visitor attractions, and several hotels and motels.
Olympic Academy: The purpose of this proposed facility is to improve the quality of amateur sport education and scholarship in America. It would include a visitor center with educational and interactive displays on amateur sports with specific emphasis on the Olympic Games. Partial funding has been earmarked for the Olympic Academy, but a substantial amount of private contributions must still be raised.

Race track: Longacres Race Course in Renton, the only thoroughbred track in Western Washington, will be closed after the 1991 season. Private developers are proposing to build a replacement track called Capitol Downs on a 480-acre site on Hawks Prairie near Lacey. Other locations in Western Washington are also competing for the track.

Heritage Park: This is a potential state project to provide a park setting leading from the Capitol Campus down the steep slope to Capitol Lake adjacent to downtown Olympia. This would provide a visual amenity at this general visitor location.

Maritime Museum: The Olympia South Sound Maritime Chapter is interested in encouraging the development of a maritime museum on the Olympia waterfront. A major maritime museum does not appear to exist elsewhere in Washington, which would be an advantage. Chapter members have artifacts and vessels that could be used in a maritime museum, but additional funding and a site would be needed.

Capital Bikeway: An unused railroad tunnel might be used to create a bikeway running from the west side of Capitol Lake to Olympia Watershed Trail Park and farther east to Lacey. This would connect on the west to the Deschutes River corridor and, if feasible, would provide a recreational linkage between the three cities in Thurston County.

Salmon Run: There is a salmon ladder at Tumwater Falls Park, but it is covered and visitors cannot see the salmon ascending it. A visible salmon jumping area should be created at this falls. Another visitor enhancement would be to create an underwater salmon observatory at this location or at the Budd Inlet tide gate at the north end of Capitol Lake, which is adjacent to downtown Olympia.

Mounds Excursion Line: The Mima Prairie, southwest of Olympia, is covered with earth mounds whose origin is a mystery. The mounds are located within a state natural area preserve, which includes a trail with interpretive displays. An unused rail line (single-track) runs from downtown Olympia (Capitol Lake) to the vicinity of the Mima Mounds and might provide the basis for a trolley excursion line during the summer visitor season.

Olympia Wharf: This is a R/UDAT team recommendation for development of a public pedestrian area on the western side of the present Port property. This would not be implemented until present use of the port property for cargo operations is over. Olympia Wharf would be used as a staging area for festivals and other public events and as a location for a maritime museum and associated exhibit vessels if a location for a maritime museum has not been found in the interim.
Overall Strategy
Special emphasis should be placed on further enhancement of the River Corridor (Deschutes River, Capitol Lake, downtown edge of Budd Inlet) to provide a high-quality, contiguous package of visitor attractions and recreational amenities. This strategy has the following advantages:

- It provides a package of adjacent visitor attractions which would include the two major individual attractions (the State Capitol and the Olympia Brewery) as well as downtown attractions.
- It provides a continuous outdoor recreation system of trails and parks for the enjoyment of county residents.
- It permits several jurisdictions, including state government, to work together to achieve a showcase product.
- It provides benefits both jointly and severally.
- Principal components of the proposed River Corridor project are summarized below and in the accompanying map.
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- Complete a continuous greenway and trail system from Percival Landing to Tumwater Falls Park and beyond to the proposed large park upriver in Tumwater.
- Strengthen visitor attractions along the route from downtown to Tumwater Falls Park, including completion of an adjacent State Capital Museum.
- Preserve the 1906 brewery building and do a better job of telling the story of historic Tumwater, the first American settlement on Puget Sound.
- Improve the interpretation for visitors of the natural heritage represented by this river system, with special emphasis on its use by salmon.
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Downtown Olympia has a unique role in the overall life of the broader Thurston County community.

The R/UDAT team believes that the identity and vitality of the overall region will be enhanced if the downtown area continues as a strong focal point for commerce, government, culture and entertainment. We believe it is essential to continue to reinforce the downtown's special role.

The team has been especially impressed by three unique opportunities to continue the revitalization of downtown Olympia:

- State office expansion
- Potential tourist activities
- Further historic preservation efforts

In addition, the team believes attention must continue to be given to efforts to promote the general business climate in downtown. We have some specific observations to share in that regard.

State Office Expansion

The State of Washington's office development plans for Tumwater and Lacey appear to be appropriate within the context of those cities. Without more detailed plans, the R/UDAT team has not been able to offer more specific design comment except to express a general concern with the overall scale and massing of the state buildings proposed for those communities.

In contrast, the R/UDAT team has strong concerns with the current plans of Olympia and the State to place state office buildings in downtown Olympia. The continued success of downtown Olympia is dependent upon achieving a critical mass of economic activity within a concentrated geographic area downtown.

We believe that the preliminary state office expansion plans will greatly disperse, rather than focus, downtown commercial activity.

The team believes that state office expansion should be focused along and around Capitol Way. This street offers the potential to serve as a grand boulevard connecting the Capitol on the hill to Percival Landing through the heart of the downtown retail/commercial core.

The city needs to look upon the location of future new state office buildings as a critical strategic opportunity to reinforce previous investments in the downtown core. The availability of low-cost sites should not be the sole criterion for site selection. The downtown office market in Olympia is virtually synonymous with the state office market.

The State of Washington through its General Administration Department appears to be quite open to suggestions on how the State can contribute to city goals. The State seems to appreciate the unique influence it exerts on the overall character and economy of the downtown.

Thus, the potential exists today as never before to forge a vital partnership between the city and State to develop a truly grand Capital City.
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Potential Tourism Attractions

The second opportunity we see for Downtown Olympia to expand its role as the center of the region involves developing its tourism potential. Tourism, as previously discussed, is actually a potential economic niche for the entire region, further diversifying the overall economy and enhancing the general quality of life in the region.

Several of the potential attractions or tourism opportunities in this region are located downtown. The development of these opportunities must be carefully coordinated with the design concept for the Capitol Campus, Capitol Way Boulevard, downtown core, and the Port area. Those projects, described previously in this report, have particular possibilities for downtown. They include the following:

- Washington State Capital Museum
- Conference/Meeting Center
- Olympia Academy
- Maritime Museum
- Capital Bikeway
- Olympia Wharf

A tourism component for the downtown economy would contribute enormously to creating the active “24-hour” downtown environment so desired by residents of this region.

Historic Preservation

The downtown area of the City of Olympia constitutes an important historical, cultural and economic resource of the city. The preservation and enhancement of historic downtown Olympia is equally important to the vitality and well being of Tumwater, Lacey and the entire county.

The R/UDAT team applauds the efforts of the City of Olympia in enacting a Historic Preservation Ordinance and creating a Heritage Commission. We view further efforts to highlight the historic qualities of downtown as a third unique opportunity to revitalize the city center.

We believe that additional preservation efforts undertaken by the city can make the downtown area more physically attractive and more economically viable, as well as provide an area where both residents and visitors can further explore the heritage of the state capital. In this regard, we would recommend the following:

1. The Heritage Commission already has adopted a ranking system for various historic sites located within the city, ranking them on a scale of A (major significance), B (importance), C (value as part of the environment), and D (no importance). However, it is essential that the setup of the city’s comprehensive plan related to historic sites be amended to incorporate such a ranking system.

2. Although the Historic Preservation Ordinance gives the city the right to designate historic districts, no such district designations have yet been made. However, much careful analysis has already been done by the Heritage Commission in regard to downtown Olympia. As such, we believe the time is appropriate to consider designating a certain geographical area of downtown Olympia as a historic district. Once the district is created, the commission then would be empowered to adopt design-review standards to ensure preservation of the character of
3. With the creation of a downtown Historic District, the city should create a brochure to promote the district and a downtown historical walking tour. The city also should erect directional signs pointing the way to the Downtown Historic District as an aid to residents and visitors alike.

4. Listing of a historic building in the Olympia Heritage Register is presently voluntary. Due to the importance of preserving these structures, we believe that the commission should be given the right, after notice and opportunity to be heard, to list buildings ranked as "A" on the Historic Register even where the owner may not have approved such listing.

5. The city should enact special signage regulations in regard to historic buildings and inside historic districts.

6. New street landscaping, curbing, sidewalks, benches and lighting should be used to create an appropriate cityscape within the Downtown Historic District.
Promoting the General Business Climate of Downtown

Downtown Olympia serves the unique function as a specialized commercial, cultural, and entertainment center not only for Olympia, but for all the citizens in Thurston County. As such it should be a major goal of the city to keep the downtown area economically viable. Among suggestions to ensure the continued vitality of the downtown are the following:

1. Major improvements are needed to the downtown streetscape. New curbing, lighting, paving, benches and other street improvements should be given serious consideration. Such improvements could be financed from a variety of sources, including both public and private funds. State law permits the creation of a Business Improvement Area (BIA) to fund such improvements. Consideration should again be given to the creation of such an improvement district, but with special attention to establishing fair and equitable assessment formulas.

2. There is a perception among downtown merchants that City Hall does not protect their interests. We recommend the city consider appointing a downtown business director or ombudsman. In this manner, downtown merchants would have a direct link to city government. Many of their complaints appear to be legitimate. The city needs to address issues such as parking, vacant stores, inconsistency and delays in processing permit applications.

3. Retail uses that provide cultural and social possibilities should be actively encouraged. The downtown area should act as a magnet not only during the workday, but on nights and weekends as well. We suggest that the city consider closing certain retail streets on a certain number of days of the year for so-called “street fairs.” Sidewalk sales also have the potential to attract people downtown. Consideration also should be given to keeping stores open for retail shopping at least one evening each week.

4. Office uses should be located in downtown Olympia to interact with the retail streetscape. There is nothing more disheartening to a downtown shopper than to have to walk past several blank wall buildings and parking lots before encountering another retail node.

5. The city should re-examine and adjust the boundaries of the “downtown area.” At present, retail establishments are spread far and wide. Encouraging concentration of these establishments along with public improvements in an area would benefit both retail stores and other focused uses.

Design Opportunities for Downtown Revitalization

Finally, the R/UDAT has developed a series of design suggestions for integrating the state office expansion, potential tourism opportunities, and further historic preservation efforts with continued efforts to revitalize the general downtown business/cultural/entertainment sectors.

Our ideas are many, reflecting the exciting longterm potential we see for downtown Olympia.
1. City Gateway
Olympia needs an appropriate and significant entrance to downtown that projects a clear image of quality. We suggest approaching this objective with new signs, lighting, and landscaping, particularly at the Plum Street exit off Interstate 5 near City Hall.

2. Capitol Way/Historic Promenade
In Olympia, state facilities are proposed for tight groupings of densities covering full blocks strategically placed along Capitol Way. Buildings should be placed with respect to existing historical buildings or other significant structures. Care should be taken to avoid locating state facilities across the street from others in order to facilitate nighttime and weekend activity in the immediate area. Entrance courts might be designed with setback nooks to accommodate public art or historic markers. These artifacts would enhance the character of Capitol Way as well as the entrances to these public facilities.

This location strategy provides for existing business to remain and actually be enhanced with increased activity due to increased densities. This approach would also strengthen the character and identification of Capitol Way from the Capitol Campus down to the Percival Landing area, providing for a major north-south pedestrian shuttle link.

The city must provide adequate assistance in acquiring land, relocating some existing businesses and other incentives to provide for full partnership opportunities.
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Capital Way
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Capital Avenue Section

Capital Avenue Elevation
3. The Farmers Market
Expansion of the Farmers Market to the north will both expand the capacity of the market as well as strengthen the linear integrity of the Capitol Way Corridor. A growing downtown tourism industry also will provide diversification opportunities for vendors at the Farmer’s Market.
4. Sylvester Park
Our concept for Sylvester Park involves positioning a cluster of new state facilities on the north and south of the park to bring new vitality to the area. Building facades should respect the historic presence in the area provided by the old state Capitol on the east and the Olympian Hotel on the south.
The Port's Impact

Historically, the Port of Olympia has played a major role in the well being of the region. By design, it serves the entire area of Thurston County, having been empowered by the Legislature to be used as a major tool for economic development.

As the demands of trade have evolved, the role of the Port of Olympia has changed over time, adjusting its mission to reflect changes in economic realities. The Port has proven to be a leader in planning and forethought. Today, the Port again finds itself in a time of transition. It will have to re-examine its “portfolio” of uses to determine which mix will best serve the Port and the region in the future.

The Port properties that are located on the Peninsula in Olympia have a direct impact on downtown Olympia as well as the planned expansion of State owned facilities. The Port and the City of Olympia have already begun the process of planning for the future of the peninsula by preparing a draft Urban Waterfront Plan. The recognition that the Port and the city must work closely together in developing a planning framework is admirable, and future efforts should be fostered.

Plans for peninsula properties must be coordinated must be cognizant of the city’s work with the state facilities expansion project. While all three should work to ensure an overall plan that complements and maximizes financial benefits to the jurisdictions, the benefits to the public that result from waterfront development must not be overlooked.

The Port’s future plans for its facilities must be coordinated internally as well as externally. Care must be taken that changes respect the Port’s financial integrity. At the same time, the Port must ensure that its influence on the region continues to be positive in nature.

The Port owns and manages two facilities on approximately 1,650 acres of county land. Olympia’s Port operation covers 147 acres at the northern tip of the peninsula in Budd Inlet. The Olympic Academy is constructed on its proposed site, and the existing marina is built out to the size that was planned originally. Additional green space could be developed to the east of Marine Drive. The area west of Marine Drive, West Bay, would remain industrial.

It would be wise for the city and the Port to investigate ways in which industrial uses could be diversified to reflect true market demands. Since it

A similar cooperative attitude must be taken as the Port of Olympia refines and updates plans for the Olympia Airport and the Air Industrial Park, both located in Tumwater.

Marine Industrial/Recreational and Commercial Uses

Two suggested scenarios for future development on the peninsula should be examined by the Port. The first expands upon the basic development theme that currently exists. The eastern portion of the peninsula, East Bay, continues as a marine recreational area. The Olympic Academy is constructed on its proposed site, and the existing marina is built out to the size that was planned originally. Additional green space could be developed to the east of Marine Drive. The area west of Marine Drive, West Bay, would remain industrial.

It would be wise for the city and the Port to investigate ways in which industrial uses could be diversified to reflect true market demands. Since it
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appears that the export of lumber products will decrease in the coming years, a plan for future use of this industrial area should be put in place.

Careful consideration should be given to the fact that a major portion of the Port's peninsula properties currently are leased out. The Port is receiving revenue from lease payments, and the City of Olympia is receiving tax payments on the value of the leaseholds. The ideal situation would be for the level of leased space to remain constant as the uses change from primarily marine-industrial to light-industrial and commercial. The marketing of the site for these commercial and light-industrial uses should be coordinated with the marketing efforts for Airdustrial Park.

Recreational and Commercial Uses

The second scenario describes an eventual loss of the traditional maritime use of the peninsula. The uses that currently exist on the eastern portion of the peninsula then would extended to the western sector, and the entire peninsula would become a regional recreational area and an anchor for the Capitol Campus/Downtown Olympia Spine. The new uses would land-bank the deep water port for the distant future.

In the meantime, the area could be developed as a tourist attraction as well as additional recreational site for the citizens of the area.

Before this scenario is considered, it would be necessary for the Port and the city to assess the economic impact that it would have on each entity. On the positive side, the park could be a tourist attraction that would bring people into downtown Olympia and therefore increase revenues derived from the sales tax. In addition, the park would provide a wonderful opportunity for public access to the water.

The downside is that the revenues from lease payments to the Port for the park portion would be lost. Taxes on the value of leaseholds collected by Olympia also would be lost. The cost-benefit analysis of this scenario should give some positive value to the "public benefits" derived from the project.

Responsibility for management of the park should be determined early in the process. Should the Port or the city manage the facility? A more difficult question will come when the discussion is made on the financial responsibility for the operation of a 40-acre park.

Since a complete change in use of the site implies a direct impact upon the timber industry and an indirect impact on the region, a complete analysis of this impact should be made. Initially, a simplistic cost benefit analysis should be undertaken to begin to understand the gross impacts of this scenario. An outline of some of the items to be addressed includes:

A. Port Issues — Fiscal stability
   1. Balancing fiscal soundness of all facilities so that Port as a whole is fiscally sound.
   2. Cascade Pole site cleanup must still be paid for.
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B. City of Olympia Issues
1. Financial ability to sustain loss in tax revenue (tax on leasehold value)
2. Financial ability to sustain increase in maintenance and operating cost of park plus any applicable lease payment to Port.

C. Regional Issues
1. Loss of jobs in the region
2. Impact on the timber industry
3. Possible loss of tax revenue

There are of course many other subsets of Scenario No. 2 that could include a wider range of non-traditional maritime uses.

The information from this study will enable people to make decisions about the future uses of the peninsula based upon sound financial data. Detailed work on either scenario should not be undertaken until the potential for financial feasibility has been determined.

The Port of Olympia should continue its active and effective marketing of the Thurston Airdustrial Center. This center appears to be the Port of Olympia's most profitable facility. While sound development of Airdustrial Park is encouraged, excess revenues from the airport should be used to subsidize the traditional port uses on the peninsula for as long as they continue to exist.

The concept of cross subsidization of marine industrial uses by other port uses is common among most ports of the United States. The fact that marine industrial uses do not normally pay for themselves is one of the major reasons that most large maritime facilities are not privately owned.

The Port of Olympia has historically added to the economic development of the region. The county and the municipalities should actively seek the assistance of the Port in creating new development opportunities.

The Port's ability to acquire land, to provide infrastructure improvements, and to leave land should be utilized as a tool for site-assembly. The municipalities would then be able to offer, on behalf of the Port, new development opportunities and a means of expanding their economic base.
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